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How Evolution Explains Everything About Life – Chapter 4 

 

 

The four steps to creating life. 

 



 

 

Darwin’s first sketch of an evolutionary tree of life. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

A simplified version of the tree of life, showing relationships between groups that had 
had their genomes sequenced. Constructing the tree has been a major aim of biology, 

but some now consider the enterprise to be misconceived in the  
light of current knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Life’s big bangs: the Cambrian ‘explosion’ looks positively weedy in comparison with 
what happened in the Ordovician period. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



How Evolution Explains Everything About Life – Chapter 6 

 

The power of genetic drift: natural selection is not the only force in evolution. Mutations 

that have little or no effect on fitness can spread throughout a population or die out due to 

chance alone. Each graph shows ten simulation runs from the same starting point. 

 

 

 



How Evolution Explains Everything About Life  – Chapter 7 

 

Ready, steady, evolve! Freshwater sticklebacks are known to evolve from heavily 

armoured marine forms. Samples from Loberg Lake in Alaska show that it can 

happen in less than 20 years. 
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Fifty evolutionary ideas

The section helps you explore the subject in greater depth, with more 
than just the usual reading list.
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Six places for evo-tourism

1 Any selfrespecting evotourist should have the Galapa-
gos Islands on their bucket list. These 19 islands  – 
actually the tips of volcanoes  – were where Darwin 
found inspiration among the mockingbirds, finches and 
tortoises.

2 For an equally exotic trip, try the Moluccas (also known 
as the Spice Islands). This series of islands, to the west of 
New Guinea, were where Alfred Russel Wallace devised 
his theory of evolution which came to him when he 
was ill with fever on the tiny spice island Ternate.

But if your budget doesn’t stretch to tours of exotic 
islands, there are plenty more options:

3 Down House (Kent) is where Darwin and his wife 
lived for 40 years. It remains much the same as when 
they resided there. There you can walk the ‘thinking 
path’ that Darwin strolled along, and see the graffiti 
inscribed by his eldest son, William, in the schoolroom.

4 You can get a glimpse of Darwin’s much earlier life 
by visiting his room at Christ’s College Cambridge, 
where he studied between 1828 and 1831. The rooms 
were restored in 2009 to how they would have been in 
Darwin’s time, and are now open to the public.

5 Erasmus Darwin House in Lichfield UK, is where 
Charles’ grandfather Erasmus lived. Erasmus was also a 
renowned scientist (as well as physician and poet), and 
devised his own theories about evolution. His house, 
which Erasmus moved into in 1758, is now a museum.
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6 The Augustinian Abbey of St. Thomas (Brno, Czech 
Republic) is where the monk Gregor Mendel carried 
out his famous plant breeding experiments, which led 
him to be posthumously dubbed ‘the father of genet
ics’. Today the monastery houses a small museum dedi
cated to its famous former abbot, and visitors can also 
walk in the garden in which Mendel grew his plants.
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Five things named after….

1 Wallacea is a biographical region covering the Indo
nesian islands where many unusual species live, such as 
the dwarf buffalo and deer pig. This biodiversity hot
spot is named after Alfred Russel Wallace, who spent 
eight years in this region.

2 Also in this region is the Wallace line, an invisible 
boundary in the ocean running between Borneo and 
Sulawesi, and between Bali and Lombok. It traces the 
path of a deep ocean trench and marks the boundary 
between Asian and Australian fauna.

3 The Darwin Awards. These tongueincheek awards 
for ‘outstanding contributions to natural selection 
through selfsacrifice’, commemorate those people 
who, through their behaviour, remove themselves from 
the gene pool. But these are just one of the many things 
named after the great biologist, including one of the 
smaller Galapagos Islands and Calceolaria darwinii (also 
known as Darwin’s slipper), an amazing orangeflower
ing plant he found in South America.

4 The illfated British Mars lander was named Beagle 2 
after the HMS Beagle on which Darwin sailed to South 
America.

5 F-test. The name of this widelyused statistical test was 
coined in honour of the eminent biologist Ronald 
Fisher, who helped devise the ‘modern synthesis’ of 
evolution.
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Eleven facts and anecdotes

1 A Scottish fruit farmer called Patrick Matthew pub-
lished the concept of natural selection well before Dar-
win and Wallace, in his 1831 book On Naval Timber and 
Arboriculture. Darwin later acknowledged this. An 1862 
letter to Matthew opened: ‘Dear Sir, I presume I have 
the pleasure of addressing the … first enunciator of the 
theory of Natural Selection’.

2 Charles Darwin married his first cousin Emma Wedge-
wood. Although it was a successful union, Charles fret-
ted that inbreeding may have been a factor in the early 
deaths of three of his ten children.

3 Before Emma accepted his marriage proposal, Charles 
had written a long list of pros (‘My God, it is intoler-
able to think of spending one’s whole life, like a neuter 
bee, working, working, & nothing after all’) and cons 
(‘cannot read in the Evenings – fatness & idleness – 
Anxiety & responsibility – less money for books’).

4 Darwin used the original handwritten pages of On the 
Origin of Species as scrap paper for his children, who 
doodled on the back of them.

5 Darwin proposed a detailed theory of heredity called 
pangenesis that was completely wrong.

6 The phrase ‘survival of the fittest’ was coined not by 
Darwin but by the philosopher Herbert Spencer.

7 When Darwin first saw the Madagascan orchid Angrae-
cum sesquipedale he noted its unusually long nectar res-
ervoir, which would prevent most insects from gaining 
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access. ‘Good Heavens what insect can suck it?’ he wrote, 
and predicted the existence of an equally unusual polli
nator, which had coevolved alongside the orchid. This 
creature was discovered in 1903, 20 years after Darwin 
had died: the gigantic Congo moth, with a proboscis of 
up to 20cm long. But it was only in 1992 that the moth 
was actually seen feeding on the orchid, confirming the 
prediction Darwin made 130 years earlier.

8 The diaries of Emma, Darwin’s wife, rarely mention her 
husband’s work, but detail the constant stream of ail
ments that dogged her family. In particular they provide 
agonizing insights on Charles’ poor health. Over the 
course of several months in 1840 Emma describes Dar
win as ‘exhausted’, ‘overtired + trembling’, ‘languid’ and 
suffering ‘great flatulence’ (which then meant burping).

9 Alfred Russel Wallace’s scientific reputation became 
somewhat tarnished by his speaking out in favour of 
spiritualism and mediums.

10 Wallace did, however, win a bet with a flat earth pro
ponent. To win this wager, made in 1870, he devised an 
experiment along a 10km stretch of canal to demon
strate the curvature of the Earth.

11 Darwin’s eldest daughter, Henrietta, was a key editor of 
some of her father’s most famous works, but has been 
portrayed as a rigid believer who tried to supress the 
agnosticism in Charles’ writings. However, her diary, 
written in 1871, deals with topics such as religion, free 
will and eternal life, and reveals that she had nuanced 
views on science and religion.
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Three disasters, mishaps and coincidences

1 Between 1848 and 1852 Alfred Russel Wallace col
lected an incredible variety of specimens on his expe
dition to Brazil. But on the voyage back to England 
the ship caught fire and Wallace lost everything except 
some sketches he had made. He swore never to travel 
again, but was off to Singapore just two years later.

2 After the monk and plant biologist Gregor Mendel 
died in 1884, the abbot who succeeded him at the 
monastery burned all Mendel’s papers.

3 Darwin apparently only heard about the voyage of the 
Beagle by accident, via his uncle Josiah who learned of 
it from a doctor he was visiting about a ‘buffy discharge 
from his bowels’.
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Five literary explorations of evolutionary ideas (and one 
not so literary one)

Many alternative evolutionary scenarios have been explored in 
the world of science fiction:

1 The Committed Men (1971) is M. John Harrison’s first 
novel, and the influence of J.G. Ballard on its post-
apocalyptic plot is obvious. What sticks in the mind 
most, though, is Harrison’s playfully wrong evolu-
tionary backstory: this is a book full of hopeful post-
humans, evolving – never quite without reason – in the 
blink of an eye.

2 Philip K. Dick’s short stories are full of wonders. The 
protagonist of ‘The Golden Man’ (1953) is sexually 
irresistible but essentially mindless – and of course his 
progeny are bound to succeed over poor brainy but pug-
ugly humanity: intelligence is no defence against desire. 
Musical symphonies fed into ‘The Preserving Machine’ 
(1953), meanwhile, come out the other end as living 
creatures: all part of an experiment to see what hap-
pens when works of human manufacture are exposed to 
Darwinian selection. (A clue: it’s nothing good.)

3 The current bible of the trans movement, Ursula Le 
Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness (1969), imagines a 
world where people are ‘ambisexual’, with no fixed 
gender identity. It’s an engineered adaptation to a 
peculiar environment, and reveals Le Guin’s grasp of 
that other, largely overlooked strain of evolutionary 
theory – the way cooperation can arise among com-
munities and even between different species living in 
extreme conditions.
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4 Evolution doesn’t happen to individuals. Evolution 
happens to systems, and these systems don’t have to be 
organic. For a coherent, persuasive and (70 years on) 
terrifyingly accurate glimpse into machine evolution, 
look no further than the Polish polymath Stanislaw 
Lem. The machine minds of his Cyberiad (1965) are far 
superior to our own but they’ve been carved by cir
cumstance and contingency just as much as any piece 
of driftwood. Expect intellectual mayhem of the high
est order.

5 Finally there is The Time Machine (1895) H.G. Wells. 
Historical commentators enjoy pointing out that this 
book is about the cruelties and injustices of industrial
ization. They’re quite wrong. It is the most powerful, 
accuratetothefacts and pessimistic speculation on 
human evolution ever written. Evolution does not lead 
to excellence; nor, indeed, does it lead anywhere else. 
Pay especial attention to the epilogue: the last humans 
in H.G. Wells’s London are exquisitely adapted to life 
on an Earth about to be swallowed up by its own sun. 
They’ve evolved into crabs.

And moving on from the science fiction genre to the 
realm of pure fiction …

6 The 2012 comic animation The Pirates! In an Adventure 
with Scientists! (Aardman Animations) features a pirate 
captain seeking to win Pirate of the Year. When he cap
tures Charles Darwin aboard the Beagle, Darwin discov
ers that the pirate’s parrot is in fact the last living dodo.
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Six experiments you can try at home

Charles Darwin spent many years experimenting in his gar
den and house, to build up evidence for his theory of evolu
tion by natural selection. Try your hand at eight of his classic 
experiments.

1 Guided by the light: Darwin noted that plant shoots 
emerging from the ground were sensitive to light and 
bent towards the sun as it crossed the sky. Keen to find 
out how the plants managed ‘directed’ movement, he 
and his son Francis experimented.

You will need:

 ● plant pots
 ● soil
 ● seeds (Darwin used canary grass, Phalaris canariensis)
 ● aluminium foil
 ● a lamp

Sow the seeds in pots. When the shoots emerge, switch 
on the lamp and watch them grow towards it. Repeat, but 
this time pop a foil ‘hat’ securely over the tip of the shoot 
before switching on the lamp.

Darwin worked out that the upper part of a shoot is 
necessary for the plant to respond to light: this paved the 
way for the discovery of plant hormones.

2 Hungry plants: Just after the publication of On the 
Origin of Species, Darwin was on holiday in the neigh
bouring county of Sussex when he stumbled upon the 
tiny insecteating plant Drosera rotundifolia, or sundew. 
This inspired him to mount a series of detailed experi
ments to discover its preferred diet.
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You will need:

 ● a sundew plant
 ● pretty much any food you like

Darwin tested the sundew’s appetite for a vast array of differ
ent foods, including milk, oil, egg white, gelatin, sugar, hair, 
toenail clippings and even drops of urine. Make up your own 
morsels to discover what the plants like and dislike. Darwin’s 
conclusion was that they were seeking out nitrogen.

If you can’t get hold of a sundew, you might try experi
menting with a venus flytrap to see what triggers it to 
snap shut.

3 Dying young: Darwin set up his ‘weed garden’ experi
ment in January 1857, and if you set about this in 
January or February you too should get good results.

You will need:

 ● a tape measure
 ● four pegs
 ● a hammer
 ● a ball of twine
 ● a spade
 ● a ball of garden wire snipped into 5centimetre 
lengths

Use the pegs and twine to mark out a plot of lawn 
(1  metre by 0.7 metres) and carefully remove the layer 
of turf to expose the soil. Return every day to check for 
signs of germinating seeds, sinking a small length of garden 
wire next to each emerging shoot and collecting up (and 
keeping) wires where seedlings have died. In the summer, 
work out the extent of death on your patch. Darwin found 
that more than 80 per cent of his weedlings died young.
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4 A seed of an idea: Back from the Beagle, Darwin pon
dered how plants and animals reached all the corners 
of the Earth. Conventional wisdom was that God put 
them there, but Darwin had other ideas. Perhaps seeds 
survived at sea and used ocean currents …

You will need:

 ● seawater (most pet shops sell salt water)
 ● glass jars
 ● your choice of seeds
 ● a sieve
 ● plant pots
 ● compost

Darwin used seeds of cress, radish, cabbages, lettuces, car
rots, celery and onion. Label jars, fill with seawater and 
your seeds. After seven days, put the seeds in a sieve, rinse 
under a tap, and plant out in labelled pots. Darwin also 
studied longer periods in seawater, the effects of water 
temperature on germination, and whether seeds float. His 
experiments overturned the idea that seawater kills seeds. 
Of the 87 species he used, Darwin found almost three
quarters could tolerate at least 28 days in salt water.

5 The price of competition: In his ‘lawn experiment’, 
conducted in 1856, Darwin staked out a plot of old 
lawn and gave the gardeners strict instructions not to 
touch it. By midsummer, once overgrown, it stood 
out in stark contrast to the lawn around it. ‘[O]ut of 
twenty species growing on a little plot of turf (three 
feet by four) nine species perished from the other spe
cies being allowed to grow up freely,’ he wrote in On 
the Origin.
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You will need:

 ● a tape measure
 ● four pegs
 ● a hammer
 ● a ball of twine

Hammer pegs into a patch of lawn to create a plot about 
1 square metre. Wind twine around the pegs to make the plot 
abundantly clear to others. Get down on your knees and count 
the number of different plants growing in the plot. Count 
them again when thoroughly overgrown. In a competitive 
scenario, the tougher species will fare better than others.

6 Ant attack: Whilst at a spa in 1858, receiving treat
ment for one of his many ailments, Darwin performed 
a series of experiments on ant communication.

You will need:

 ● an empty jam jar or other suitable vessel for 
transporting ants

 ● ants from two different nests

Provided it’s the right time of year (late spring and early 
summer), ants should be pretty easy to come by. Chances 
are you won’t end up experimenting with the species 
Darwin stumbled upon (Formica rufa) but the important 
thing is that you locate two different colonies of the same 
species. Usher a few ants from colony A into a jam jar and 
carry them over to colony B. When Darwin performed 
this crude experiment, he found that the ants from one 
nest ‘pitch unmercifully into a stranger brought from 
another’. From this, he correctly concluded that ants can 
sense and respond to chemical cues that differ between 
colonies. Repeat until you get a niggling feeling that 
you’re torturing ants. You are.
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Three extracts from Darwin’s letters

1 ‘My whole soul is absorbed with worms just at present!’
To William Turner ThiseltonDyer, 23 November 1880, 

when Darwin was working on his final publication The 
Formation of Vegetable Mould Through the Action of Worms. 
Published the following year, just six months before he 
died, it shows that he retained an undiminished, almost 
childlike passion for his research.

2 ‘Poor Baby died yesterday evening. I hope to God he 
did not suffer so much as he appeared.’

To Joseph Hooker, 29 June 1858. Darwin was famously 
absent from the Linnean Society meeting of two days later 
when, in a hastily written paper, natural selection was for
mally presented to the world. His correspondence at the 
time is, however, dominated by a domestic crisis. Scarlet 
fever had hit his family, taking the life of his youngest 
child, baby Charles.

3 ‘If any man wants to gain a good opinion of his fellow 
men, he ought to do what I am doing: pester them with 
letters.’

To John Jenner Weir, 6 March 1868. In 60 years of 
letterwriting, Darwin badgered nearly 2000 people into 
exchanging more than 15,000 letters with him, many pro
viding detailed observations of plants, animals and peo
ple from all over the world. His correspondents discussed 
both his ideas and theirs, helping to shape his published 
works. Today the letters are a window not only into Dar
win’s life and mind, but also into the lives of these, often 
otherwise unknown, collaborators.
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Ten places to find out even more

1 Go straight to the horse’s mouth with On the Origin 
of Species (or to give it its full title: On the Origin of 
Species by Means of Natural Selection or the Preservation 
of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life), Darwin’s 1859 
masterpiece. It’s surprisingly readable.

2 The most famous of Wallace’s 22 books is The Malay 
Archipelago (subtitle: The Land of the Orang-Utan and the 
Bird of Paradise. A Narrative of Travel with Studies of Man 
and Nature). Published in 1869 it describes his eight
year expedition to Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and 
New Guinea.

3 The Selfish Gene is Richard Dawkins’ influential 1976 
book that took evolutionary theory to a new level. He 
argued that an organism’s urge to reproduce is prompted 
by its genes, which also direct it to favour its relatives, 
ensuring the survival of shared genes. The work, which 
has been translated into at least 20 languages and sold 
millions of copies worldwide, also introduced a now 
familiar cultural idea: the meme. 

4 Wonderful Life by Stephen Jay Gould (1989). Evolution 
is not just about survival fitness, it’s also down to Lady 
Luck. That was the controversial thesis put forward by 
Stephen Jay Gould in Wonderful Life. Using the Cana
dian fossil trove known as the Burgess Shale as the basis, 
he argued that chance played a role in which creatures 
became the forebears to modern life. The debate over 
his theory continues.
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5 The Double Helix by James Watson (1968). The story of 
uncovering the DNA molecule’s doublehelix struc
ture, told by one of its discoverers. Far from idealiz
ing the scientific process, the book provides an honest 
account, sometimes painfully so, of the process of 
discovery.

6 For a more contemporary overview of genetics try the 
2016 Pulitzer prizewinning The Gene: An Intimate His-
tory, by Siddhartha Mukherjee. After an account of the 
history of genetics, The Gene focuses on the past three 
decades of discovery in medical genetics, with exam
ples from the author’s family.

7 A single site for all of Darwin’s published and unpub
lished writings can be found at http://darwinonline.
org.uk/ including a major catalogue of his every publi
cation and manuscript in the world.

8 The Darwin Correspondence Project (https://www.
darwinproject.ac.uk/) finds and researches letters writ
ten by and to Charles Darwin and publishes complete 
transcripts together with contextual notes and articles.

9 See http://www.amnh.org/ourresearch/darwinmanu 
scriptsproject to find a large collection of full colour, 
highresolution images of faithfully transcribed Darwin 
manuscripts.

10 The writings of Alfred Russel Wallace, including the first  
compilation of his specimens, are at http://wallace
online.org/.
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